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During the dispute resolution process; owners and project teams ofter focus on paper and digital 
documentation -- many forget about the value of a professional construction camera.

Today's professional webcam solutions offer capabilities that go well beyond a simple time-stamped photo 
series. Image comparisons and markup tools utilizing convenient technology make it simple for an owner or 
project team member to use the camera images and related information to quickly and clearly communicate 
project situations avoiding potential problems before they occur.

Website cameras incorporate data archival systems to make it easy for owners to retrieve and analyze project 
data for use in resolving disputes, claims or court cases efficiently and economically, if and when it’s needed. 

Automated progress reports created via the webcam service provider can also help resolve potential problems 
before they snowball into a much bigger problem. With EarthCam Control Center 7, for instance, images from 
the jobsite are automatically loaded into the report as a PDF or PowerPoint file at defined intervals, such as 
once a week or once a month. The reports keep all parties updated on the project, while improving 
communications. As a matter of fact, insurance companies advise builders to use project management 
communication tools more effectively to help control claims costs.

The EarthCam software also includes tools to monitor every construction camera’s connection speed, solar 
power status, battery charge, weather conditions and view the camera's position on Google maps. In fact, all 
the latest aerial photography and imagery is mapped to the project site, adding another level of detailed 
documentation. Further, owners or project team members can upload pictures and videos from project sites to 
Control Center 7 for use in project reports to share progress, lessen anxiety and evaluate potential problem 
areas. The outcome of this comprehensive documentation results in visual records of a project that are used 
regularly in settling claims disputes.

Look beyond the conventional use of webcams as a project tracking and safety tool.  Used correctly, these 
robotic photographers can play a pivotal role in resolving issues, driving safety or mitigating risk throughout 
construction.  


